


Die Casting structural components such as Cross Members, Sub 

Frames, Shock Towers, and A& B Pillars, requires the use Aluminum 

Alloys such as Silifont ™ 36 , Aural™ 2 or Mercalloy™ to obtain 

higher mechanical properties than conventional Aluminum Alloys. 

However these grades of Aluminum have proven to significantly 

reduce tool life due to an acceleration of heat checking, soldering, 

erosion and breakout or chunking of the die surface. The Tool Steel 

by itself cannot withstand the attack from these alloys, so testing 

was initiated to find a Surface Treatment that would improve the 

properties required for better Tool Life. The standard DYNA-BLUE 

6B process was tried on 2 sets of H-13 Dies with an improvement 

of 2-3 times. By refining the process and developing a deeper 

compound zone supported by a nitrogen rich diffusion zone the 

new process called DYNA-BLUE 8D has increased tool life by 8 

times or more. The newest process called DYNA-BLUE PLUS is also 

being tested.  
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The picture on the left shows .0007” compound (white) layer 

supported by a nitrogen rich (dark) diffusion zone.  The graph on 

the right exhibits a typical microhardness traverse on H-13 with 

DYNA-BLUE 8D cycle.  The Compound Zone is 75HRC at .0007” and 

total diffusion zone 008”-.010” deep.
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DYNA-BLUE  on H-13 Steel Ion/Gas Nitriding on H-13 

Steel

Diffusion Zone 65HRC

Compound Zone 75 HRC

The DYNA-BLUE process provides a hard wear 

resistant 75+ HRC compound layer supported by a 

nitrogen rich diffusion layer that nitriding does not. 

This increases wear resistance up to 10 times more 

than Nitriding
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RESIDUAL STRESS OF DYNABLUE 8D ON H-13



NADCA tested DYNA-BLUE in a “Dunk Test” vs Nitriding and 

also with untreated H-13. The “Dunk Test is used to evaluate 

thermal fatigue resistance. The test piece is 2”x2”’x7” with a 

hole 1.5” x 6.5” in the center for internal water cooling. The 

Test Specimens are alternately cycled between molten 

Aluminum at 1350F and removed and sprayed with water. 

There is also continuous water cooling thru the internal 

center hole. The test specimens are removed and evaluated 

for cracks at 5,000, 10,000 and 15,000 cycles. The test 

shows that even at 15,000 cycles the DYNA-BLUE had 

minimal crack length while the nitrided and untreated 

showed much larger crack length. 
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A Manufacturer of Structural Automotive Parts was 

experiencing very poor tool life due to the aggressive 

nature of the Aluminum they were using. The dies were 

typically treated using a Nitride process which yielded 

5,000-10,000 pieces before the die was unusable. Then a

DYNA-BLUE 6B process was tested on 2 sets of H-13 Dies 

with an improvement of 2-3 times. By refining the process 

and developing a deeper compound zone supported by a 

nitrogen rich diffusion zone the new process called DYNA-

BLUE 8D has increased tool life by 8 times or more. 





DYNA-BLUE is weldable unlike gas/ion nitriding, which will 

exhibit pin hole porosity. DYNA-BLUE will add hardness back into 

the “heat effected zone” (area softened adjacent to weld).  DYNA-

BLUE will homogenize the surface hardness. See 

“Recommendations for Welding DYNA-BLUE” 
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is a new improved process developed 

to increase Tool Life and increase release properties. As 

with all our Dynamic processes our goal is to attain the 

best die life performance at a price that is the most cost 

effective. This new process incorporates a deeper DYNA-

BLUE process plus a surface enhancement to increase the 

surface finish to improve material flow as well as release 

properties. Other benefits include greatly improved solder 

resistance, erosion resistance and attack from aluminum is 

reduced. Potential stress risers that can increase heat 

checking and cracking are also eliminated. 



 “ DYNA-BLUE PLUS has rejuvenated our 

used dies and greatly reduced soldering 

and erosion even at end gate areas!!! It 

gave new life to a used die so I could make 

it thru the production schedule, it really 

saved us” 

 DYNA-BLUE PLUS is the only process I can 

trust especially on our used dies. I can also 

re-apply when it eventually wears off as 

part of my maintenance schedule.” 



“I am writing to you because I have found that your DYNA-BLUE PLUS duplex 

process has been a pleasant surprise in our long time battle with erosion and 

soldering.   The crankcase tool that you applied this process to at a shot count 

of 49,907 ran a very successful 6,383 piece run in automation with very little 

gate soldering and erosion. We were running a low .3% iron aluminum alloy so 

this only adds to the remarkable performance.  The tool that we sent you was 

in very poor condition in front of the gate following a prior horrible run in the 

same die cast machine & process.  I have started to use your process on other 

“used” tools which gives me flexibility as most good tool surface coating 

companies only want to deal with new tooling.   I plan to utilize more of your 

new DYNA-BLUE PLUS process in the future coupled with 3 micron polishing 

and repaired inserts”.  

“Mercury has used your normal Dyna-blue process over the years for improved 

tool life.  If this new process continues this trend, we will certainly consider 

using it on all new tools where we normally use your 6B process.  Thank you for 

the many years of partnership in solving problems”.  

Steven Knickel

Tooling  M.E.

Mercury Castings    



DYNA-BLUE can also be used as a substrate 

for PVD Coatings such as TiN, TiAN, CrN, 

CrWN, etc. DYNA-BLUE provides a hard 75+ 

HRC support layer below the surface of a PVD 

coating. Typically when the PVD coating 

wears off tool life drops off dramatically but 

with a hard DYNA-BLUE layer beneath the 

coating even when the coating is gone DYNA-

BLUE still provides excellent tool life. Also 

galling and “Egg Shell” effect are eliminated!!!



1. Structural Die Casting requires the use of Aluminum that 

significantly reduces Tool Life due to an acceleration of heat checking, 

soldering, erosion, attack and breakout of the die surface .

2. Standard Surface Treatments such as Nitriding do not stand up well 

to this environment.

3. In order to obtain longer tool life, the surface treating process 

needs to be refined to resist wear, heat checking, soldering, erosion, 

attack and breakout of the die surface.

4. A process was developed called DYNA-BLUE 8D with a deeper 

compound zone supported by a nitrogen rich diffusion zone, that has 

increased tool life by 8 times or more.

5. The newest process called DYNA-BLUE PLUS incorporates a deeper 

compound and diffusion zone with a surface enhancement to increase 

Tool Life and release properties. 

6. DYNA-BLUE can also be used as a substrate for PVD Coatings such as 
TiN, TiAN, CrN, CrWN, etc. 


